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1. INTRODUCTION
GAAC is a command-line software package that is developed for atmospheric correction of medium-high
spatial resolution satellite imagery over inland and coastal waters. For the current version (v0.1), it
handles Sentinel-2/MSI and Landsat-8/OLI images that are Rayleigh corrected by the SeaDAS/l2gen
program, which can be freely downloaded from the NASA Ocean color website. The main functions of
GAAC include aerosol correction, adjacency effects correction, and sun glint correction. Clouds, cloudy
shadow, or land masking is not included in the current version of GAAC_V0.1.

2. QUICK START
2.1. Installation
The current executive GAAC is released as a zip package for Windows and Linux (Ubuntu), to install it, one
can just unzip it to an arbitrary folder. The folder contains all the dependency libraries and auxiliary data.
Recommended hardware and system configuration
•

Windows10/11, Ubuntu 18

•
•

RAM>4GB
CPU Intel i7

2.2. Activation
To run GAAC successfully, a valid license (see an example below) is required. It can be obtained from
ARCTUS Inc by providing the Media Access Control address (MAC address) of the machine. MAC is a
hardware identifier that uniquely identifies each device on a network. It's usually six sets of two digits or
characters, separated by colons. An example MAC address would be 00:00:5e:00:53:af.
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To activate, just put the license file (licence_gaac.dat) into the installation folder of GAAC, DO NOT
RENAME IT OR MODIFY THE CONTENT.

2.3. Run GAAC to get help info
Go to the installation directory, and run gaac.exe -h in the terminal. Besides the help info, the license info
will be shown as well.
If the license file is not found, the MAC address will be shown. Provide ARCTUS with this MAC to obtain a
license.

If a valid license file is found, the print below is shown:
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-i, the input file is mandatory
Note that only the level-2 images of Sentinel-2 and Landsat8 generated by l2gen is accepted. The level-2 image should
at least include the Rayleigh corrected ρ_m product of all
the bands, solz (sun zenith angle), senz (viewing zenith) and
relaz (relative azimuth). The filename should start with the
S2A/B for sentinel LC08 for Landsat.
The current version of GAAC does not support automatic
segmentation. Since aerosols are assumed to be spatially
homogeneous, it is recommended that the maximum
extent of the input image be less than 10*10 km.

-o the output directory is mandatory

-c the configuration file is optional, if not set, the default one will be used
The default configuration file can be found in the data/ child folder. The sections and default values are
shown below.
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BOUND_LOW and BOUND_UP are the range of the parameters to be
optimized, they can be narrowed down based on prior knowledge to reduce
uncertainty.

The OPAC aerosol model is used in GAAC, the parameter of ‘aero_index’ refers
to the aerosol type, currently, 34 aerosol types are integrated (see right, the
numbers at the end refer to relative humidity).

--plon and –plat are optional
GAAC recommends using the center of the target lake for the optimization, but
the current version does not support the automatic detection of water body
and the center. The pixel must be specified manually.
Note: if not set, the central pixel of the image will be used.

2.4. Processing image
Go to the installation directory, run gaac.exe in a terminal, for example:
./gaac
-v
-i
/mnt/data_share/yp/S2/S2_SEADAS/S2A_MSIL1C_20180809T172901_N0206_R055_T14UPA_20180809T213041
_STANDARD_l2_06-303.he5 -o /mnt/data_share/yp --plat 50.4096 --plon -96.51023

When running, some warnings caused by the TensorFlow library may be printed, which are usually
irrelevant. The adjacency effects correction requires lots of computation and is time-consuming.
According to the test on a laptop with I7(10TH GEN), 16GB of RAM, it takes around 40 mins for processing
an S2 image with (10*10 km) and 9 bands.
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When the processing is done, two Geotiff files and a png file will be generated in the output directory:

The file ends with ADJ and L2W contains the products of adjacency effects reflectance 𝜌𝑎𝑑𝑗 and 𝑅𝑟𝑠 ,
respectively. Band names, as well as other meta are saved as tags in the file. The files can be opened in
common-used GIS software or programing language.

The figure below shows 𝜌𝑎𝑑𝑗 (865) opened in SNAP. The profile of the transect is also shown.
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The figure below shows 𝑅𝑟𝑠 (560) opened in SNAP.

The PNG file shows the results of the optimization (see the figure below), the title is composed of the
optimal parameters. 𝜌𝑚 refers to the TOA reflectance after Rayleigh scattering correction and gas
absorbing correction, the superscript ‘est’ and ‘obs’ represent the estimation and observation reflectance,
respectively. The subscript ‘adj’,’a’ and ‘g’ with 𝜌 represent the reflectance of adjacency effects, aerosol
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and glint, respectively. ‘trans_up’ and ‘trans_down’ refer to the upwards and downwards diffuse
transmittance, respectively.
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3. TROUBLESHOOTING
This section will review common problems and will provide the most common causes and solutions. No
problems were reported to date. This section will be updated regularly to assist the GAAC users.

Please visit our website to download the latest version of the User Manual:
https://arctus.ca/applications/gaac-tool/
Should you have any problems and require assistance, please contact:
support@arctus.ca
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End of the document
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